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Checklist



CLOUD CHECKLIST

INFRASTRUCTURE PERFORMANCE

RETURN ON INVESTMENT INSIGHTS

DR STRATEGY INNOVATION

Do you have an aging infrastructure which

needs to be revamped, but you are hesitant,

because the cost of investing in new

infrastructure is becoming an Impediment

Are you running into performance issues

regularly during peak times and this is

causing your business to suffer to the point

that you are losing business

Are you looking for a faster ROI time frame,

but you are being hampered by

bureaucratic and decision making processes

cost-wise in a traditional data center model

Would you like to gather more insights into

your product or service by capturing more

data points but is worried that you will have

issues in storage and processing power

Are you worried that you lack a proper DR

strategy and would like to implement one,

but the cost of implementing it is holding

you back

Do you have novel product or service Idea

that you would like to implement but would

like to test out the feasibility by doing a cost

effective POC in a short amount of time



THE
CLOUD
JOURNEY
Before you embark on your journey in the

Cloud, it is vital that as an organization you

know a few things like; Am I ready to move to

the cloud? Is cloud the right platform for me?

What kind of benefits should the organization

expect to see by moving to the cloud? 

At CloudQ, we recognize that these are not

easy questions to answer, and in most cases,

organizations need help to arrive at the right

answer. This is where we come in. With our

experienced professionals who have worked

on traditional legacy systems, as well as state

of the art cloud platforms, CloudQ will partner

with you to provide you with answers to all of

your Cloud questions. CloudQ is an innovative, growing, software

services company that provides quality

technological products and services. Our

top IT expertise and technical assistance

afford the ability for companies to solve

business challenges using technology. From

strategy through execution, CloudQ helps

companies transform their business

processes to stay competitive. Our services

include CRM Salesforce, Robotics, ERP,

consulting, onsite and offshore

development, application development,

project maintenance, management and

support, enterprise integration, and

staffing. Founded in 2013 in Alpharetta, GA,

CloudQ also has offices in Denver, Canada,

and India.
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+1 404.410.1441 | www.CloudQ.net

CONTACT US
Today!


